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where F+,× are called the antenna-pattern functions, re-
sulting in the amplitude modulations from Earth’s spin-
ning motion. They lie in the range −1 ≤ F+,× ≤ 1, and
depend on the orientation of the detector and source, and
on the polarization angle ψ of the waves.

The optimal detection statistic [1, 7] obtained from the
likelihood ratio Λ defines the matched filter

ln Λ =
T

Sh

�
(x||h)− 1

2
(h||h)

�
, (6)

where Sh is the one-sided noise strain spectral density
which is assumed to be constant over the narrow band-
width of the signal, and the inner product is defined as

(x||y) ≡ 2
T

� T/2

−T/2
x(t) y(t) dt, (7)

centering the coherent observation-time interval of dura-
tion T around t = 0. Replacing the amplitude parame-
ters in Equation (6) by their values which maximize lnΛ,
the so-called maximum likelihood (ML) estimators, de-
fines the detection statistic F as

F ≡ ln ΛML. (8)

III. MATCHED-FILTERING DETECTION
STATISTIC OF A SIMPLIFIED SIGNAL MODEL

A. The simplified signal model

The phase of the continuous gravitational-wave signal
is expected to change very rapidly at the detector site
on the Earth over a characteristic time length of typi-
cally less than ten seconds, whereas the amplitude of the
signal changes with a period of one sidereal day. As a
result [8], the detection of a CW signal requires an ac-
curate model of its phase, because even 1/4 of a cycle
difference between template and signal can lead to a loss
in signal-to-noise ratio of 10%. Whereas modeling of its
amplitude is less critical. Therefore, the antenna pattern
functions F+,× are assumed to be constant, so that the
signal model (5) becomes

h(t) = A1 cos Φ(t) + A2 sinΦ(t) , (9)

where A1,2 are defined to be the constant effective ampli-
tudes. The validity of this approximation is investigated
using Monte Carlo simulations in [8].

The vector r(t) connecting the SSB and the detector
can be decomposed into an orbital component rorb(t) and
a spin component rspin(t) as

r(t) = rorb(t) + rspin(t) , (10)

where rorb(t) represents the vector from the SSB to the
Earth’s barycenter, and rspin(t) is the vector from the
Earth’s barycenter to the detector. Thus, substituting
the decomposition (10) into Equation (4) one can write

separately the orbital component φorb(t) and the spin
component φspin(t) in the phase model (4) as

Φ(t) = 2π

�
s�

k=0

f (k)

(k + 1)!
tk+1

�
+φorb(t)+φspin(t), (11)

where

φorb(t) ≡ 2π
rorb(t) · n

c

�
s�

k=0

f (k)

k!
tk

�
, (12)

φspin(t) ≡ 2π
rspin(t) · n

c

�
s�

k=0

f (k)

k!
tk

�
. (13)

The orbital motion of the Earth has a period of
one year, so its angular frequency is Ωorb = 2π/1 yr.
Fully coherent all-sky searches for observation times T
much larger than a few days are computationally pro-
hibitive [1, 3]. Thus for computationally feasible co-
herent searches or coherent stages of hierarchical multi-
stage searches [9, 10] the typical observation time baseline
would be of order a few days. Therefore, only observa-
tion times T are considered, which are much shorter than
one year: ΩorbT � 2π. Then the component rorb(t) will
vary slowly and one may use a Taylor expansion at time
t0 with

rorb(t) =
∞�

�=0

r (�)
orb(t0)

(t− t0)�

�!
, (14)

where r (�)
orb(t0) denotes the �’th derivative with respect to

time of rorb(t) evaluated at t0. Without loss of generality
we may choose t0 = 0 as the midpoint of the observation
of duration T in the following discussion. Define ξ ≡
rorb(0)/c with ξ ≡ |ξ| such that

ξ (�) =
r (�)
orb(0)

c
and ξ(�) =

���ξ (�)
��� . (15)

Together with Equation (14) the orbital component of
the phase (12) can be written as

φorb(t) = 2π

�
s�

k=0

f (k) t
k

k!

� � ∞�

�=0

t�

�!
ξ (�) · n

�

= 2π

� ∞�

k=0

tk
�

k�

�=0

f (�) ξ (k−�) · n
�! (k − �)!

��
. (16)

The spinning motion of the Earth has a period of one
sidereal day (1 sd), which translates into an angular fre-
quency of Ωspin = 2π/1 sd. The corresponding aver-
age velocity of vspin/c ≈ 10−6 is two orders of mag-
nitude smaller than the corresponding orbital velocity,
vorb/c ≈ 10−4. In what follows we neglect the contri-
bution of the spin component φspin(t) to the phase (11).
Section VII will discuss in detail the effects of the spin
component φspin(t) in terms of the matched-filtering am-
plitude.
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cated and efficient approach of incoherently combining
the coherent results from the different segments. Sec-
ond, unlike previous techniques, the proposed method
employs information beyond linear order of T when map-
ping between the coarse and fine template-grid points in
each segment. This is crucial, because for realistic values
of T of a day or longer, the quadratic order in T is non-
negligible [16] in describing the global-correlation struc-
ture. Consequently, using additional information leads to
improved efficiency and substantially higher sensitivity.
II. Global parameter-space correlations. – In typical
all-sky searches for unknown CW sources, the phase
parameter-space P is four-dimensional. The four dimen-
sions are: sky position, defined by the constant unit
vector n pointing from the SSB to the source, the fre-
quency f(t0) at reference time t0 when the wavefront
passes the detector, and the frequency’s first time deriva-
tive ḟ . In standard equatorial coordinates of right as-
cension (RA) and declination, denoted by α and δ:
n = (cos δ cos α, cos δ sinα, sin δ). Thus, a given tem-
plate of phase parameters λ(t0) ∈ P is characterized by
λ(t0) = {n, f(t0), ḟ}.

For a given signal with realistic parameter values
(f ≤ 1 kHz, |ḟ | ≤ f/50 yr) the global large-value struc-
ture in F is described to sufficient approximation by
two equations [16]: the first- and second-order global-
correlation equations,

u1(t0) = 2π[f(t0) + f(t0)ξ̇(t0) · n + ḟ ξ(t0) · n], (1)

u2(t0) = 2π[ḟ + f(t0)ξ̈(t0) · n + 2ḟ ξ̇(t0) · n], (2)

where we defined ξ(t0) ≡ rorb(t0)/c, with the vec-
tor rorb(t0) connecting the Earth’s barycenter and the
SSB, and c is the speed of light. The left-hand side of
the above equations, u1(t0) and u2(t0), will be refered to
as the global-correlation parameters. Note that given the
signal’s phase parameters λS(t0) = {nS, fS(t0), ḟS} deter-
mining u1(t0) and u2(t0), there will be a set of all tem-
plates λ(t0) ∈ P which solve Eqs. (1) and (2) for the same
values of u1(t0) and u2(t0). Therefore, in the original
phase-parameter space P, this set of template points de-
scribes the global large-value structure in F-statistic for
the given signal, whereas in the parameters u1 and u2

all these templates condense in the same point. This
is the key advantage of the global-correlation parame-
ters, which will be exploited to design an efficient search
method for CW signals.
III. Search method. – In a first stage, the data
set is divided into N segments, each of length T .
Then every segment is analyzed coherently using the
F-statistic. Individual data segments are labeled by the
integer j = 1, . . . , N , and the midpoint in detector time
of the j’th segment is denoted by tj . In each segment
spanning the time interval [tj − T/2, tj + T/2], the F-
statistic is evaluated on a grid of templates that is opti-
mized for the individual segment. Templates are led out

by using the geometrical metric approach [11, 17–19].
This metric represents a local distance measure, which
is directly related the fractional loss (“mismatch”) in ex-
pected detection statistic for a given template and signal.
Because each segment has duration T (of order a day or a
few days), the individual-segment template grid is coarse
compared to a template bank of equal mismatch cover-
ing the total data set. Templates exceeding a predefined
threshold Fth are registered as candidate events.

In a next step, the global-correlation parameters of
each candidate event are determined. Candidate events
of the j’th segment are transformed using the origi-
nal phase parameters λ(tj) ∈ P into the corresponding
global-correlation parameters {u1(tj), u2(tj)} according
to Eqs. (1) and (2). The space of the new parameters is
divided into two-dimensional elementary cells and each
candidate event is assigned into a particular cell based on
its values of u1(tj) and u2(tj). The resulting represen-
tation of candidate events from a given segment in form
of a populated cell grid in the global-correlation param-
eters {u1(tj), u2(tj)} will be referred to as a “U-map”.
Thus candidate events originating from the same CW
signal following the global parameter-space correlations
would fall into the same cell of the U-map in any given
segment.

In the final stage, the results from all data segments are
incoherently combined. After the construction of the N
different U-maps for each segment, the incoherent com-
bination of these results is done on a common fine grid
at a fiducial reference time, again in the original phase
parameter space P. Here, many modes of operation are
possible. Two include (a) Number counts: One counts
the number of segments in which a candidate event has
been appeared with consistent parameters; (b) Summing
F-statistics: From different segments, one directly sums
the F-statistic values of candidate events which have con-
sistent parameters.

In both modes of operation, beginning with the first
segment (j = 1) one steps through all cells of the cor-
responding U-map, which harbor at least one candidate
event. The procedure for each cell involves identifying
every fine-grid point in P consistent with the parame-
ters {u1(t1), u2(t1)} of the cell. As per mode (a) the
number count of all identified fine-grid points gets incre-
mented by 1. In mode (b) one adds the F-statistic value
of the strongest candidate event in the given U-map cell
to the F-sum of each identified fine-grid point. Once this
procedure has been carried out for every populated cell
of the U-map, one continues with the next segment in
the same way. Finally having conducted this routine for
all of the segments the number counts (or the sum of
F-statistics) of the fine-grid points are considered. If a
CW signal strong enough to be detectable is present in
the data a fine-grid point of high number count (or large
sum of F-statistics) reveals the signal’s parameters.
IV. Application to simulated data. – As proof of principle
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FIG. 1: Schematic drawing of intersection of two representa-
tive global-correlation hypersurfaces H1 and H2. The region
of intersection, shown by the solid black curve, describes the
global maximum structure of the simplified detection statis-
tic F�, because the expectation value of F� is maximal in
these locations. For illustration purposes only two hypersur-
faces are shown, whereas in general one might need to consider
more hypersurfaces.

a separate equation for each order of T . The solu-
tion to each of these equations is a different hypersur-
face in parameter space. Therefore, it is this family
of global-correlation hypersurfaces, which describes the
global maximum structure of F�: The detection statis-
tic F� is expected to be maximal at the intersection of
these hypersurfaces. This idea is illustrated schemati-
cally in Figure 1. The same results also apply when con-
sidering the generalization to non-monochromatic signals
allowing for an intrinsic frequency evolution of the source.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly
reviews the matched-filtering method for CW sources.
Section III describes an approximate signal model which
leads to the simplified detection statistic allowing the
analytical exploration of its global maximum structure.
Section IV presents the global-correlation equations of
the phase-parameter space and illustrates the geometry
of the global-correlation hypersurfaces. In addition, the
search-parameter regions are derived for which the ap-
proximations used are valid. In Section V the predic-
tions made by the global-correlation hypersurfaces are
compared to a fully coherent F-statistic search in data
sets of software-simulated sources with no detector noise
as well as of hardware-injected CW signals in the pres-
ence of real detector noise. In Section VI the global
large-value of the detection statistic which is caused by
stationary instrumental-noise artifacts mimicking astro-
physical sources is found to be also well described by
the global-correlation equations, and thus a veto method
is constructed. Section VII discusses the effects of the
Earth’s spinning motion in the context of the present
topic. Finally a concluding section follows.

II. OPTIMAL FILTERING FOR CONTINUOUS

GRAVITATIONAL-WAVE SIGNALS

In the absence of any signal, the detector output data
time series x(t) at detector time t only contains noise
n(t), which is assumed to be a zero-mean, stationary and
Gaussian random process. If a signal h(t) is present,
the noise is assumed to be additive, x(t) = n(t) + h(t).
Denote by tSSB the time measured at the solar system
barycenter. For a detector at fixed position and orienta-
tion, at the SSB the continuous gravitational-wave signal
is described by a sinusoid of constant amplitude and a
phase given by

Φ(tSSB) = Φ0 + 2π
�

k

f (k)

(k + 1)!
tk+1
SSB (1)

where Φ0 is the initial phase, f (0) ≡ f denotes the fre-
quency, and f (k>0) the k’th frequency time-derivative,
defining every parameter f (k) at t = 0 at the SSB. The
integer s > 0 denotes the number of frequency time-
derivatives to be taken into account, therefore it is set
f (k>s) = 0. In the case of an isolated rapidly rotating
neutron star with non-axisymmetric deformations and
negligible proper motion [6], the waveforms correspond-
ing to the plus (+) and cross (×) polarizations are

h+(t) = A+ sinΨ(t), h×(t) = A× cos Ψ(t). (2)

The Earth’s motion with respect to the SSB leads to
Doppler effects causing amplitude and phase modulations
of the CW signal received at the detector. Define n as
the constant unit vector pointing from the SSB to the
source. Neglecting relativistic and higher order correc-
tions, a wavefront arriving at the detector at time t,
passes the SSB at time

tSSB = t +
r(t) · n

c
, (3)

where the vector r(t) connects from the SSB to the de-
tector, and c is the speed of light.

It is shown in [1] that the resulting phase evolution
of the continuous gravitational-wave signal can be repro-
duced without significant loss in signal-to-noise ratio by
the model

Φ(t) = 2π
s�

k=0

�
f (k) tk+1

(k + 1)!
+

r(t)
c

· n f (k) tk

k!

�
. (4)

The received signal is also amplitude modulated by the
varying antenna-pattern of the detector due to its motion
with the rotation of the Earth. The dimensionless signal
response function h(t) of an interferometric detector to
a weak plane gravitational wave in the long-wavelength
approximation is a linear combination of the form:

h(t) = F+(t) h+(t) + F×(t) h×(t), (5)

2

A%,2

Optimal solution: Jaranowski, Królak and
Schutz, Phys. Rev. D 58, 063001 (1998)
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II

EEEUD8 UD8 UD8 UD8 UD8 UD8 UD8

H(#"0-+5"%90

C%)-+5"%9
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A'B-*C)$8%)?&DEFEGHII

7-0&+?-)0%'$%&6+#&+C%N-9+H(2A3')5+H(0&

• g8%"%&24&0R%)P&28%&6+(#+;(%&$4@R#2%&$9$(%0l

'@R(72#P%&0%)0716729&0$+(%0&+0&Iq8@7)&∝&AIqG&jIqU

• S84#(P&94#&8+6%&+&@4"%&a)%(9J0R+$%P&M"7P&7)&R+"+@%2%"&0R+$%&
:"%P#$%&@+,7@#@&(400&43&Sjf=l&&`"&084#(P&94#&#0%&+&$4+"0%"&
M"7P&K728&+&(4)M%"&$48%"%)2&7)2%M"+14)&1@%&Al

• A8%&$4""%$2&+)0K%"&P%R%)P0&#R4)&28%&"%(+16%&$402&43&28%&
$48%"%)2&6%"0#0&7)$48%"%)2&02%RE

• -"4;(%@&04(6%P&7)&?;#*&-$+#)9+S"%NT+eRA'2%O%)5+?&#./4?*%9-+
0-)0%'$%&6+#&+C%N-9+H(2A3')5+H(0&e+D2#)30."%A&+%)+
A"-A#"#'()T+`_JJE

IG
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A'B-*C)$8%)?&DEFEGHII IT

<%)0&-%)fa(2-

• i+#)$8%P&GHH^?&)4K&8+0&&@4"%&28+)&THH.&
64(#)2%%"0

• ';4#2&w^.&$4@R#2%"0&$4)2+$2&0%"6%"0&%+$8&K%%.&
+0.7)M&34"&K4".E

• *+)9&43&28%0%&8+6%&5-B&$+"P0?&K87$8&K%&%,R(472

• \#""%)2(9&U^w&AV(4R0?&GU&,&m?&34"&P%2+7(0&0%%&
8xROqq%7)02%7)ER890E#K@E%P#q0%"6%"y02+2#0ER8R

• j4K&0%+"$87)M&i/5`&Sw&P+2+?&'"%$7;4&-'iV'&P+2+?&
-+".%0&-*-S&P+2+?&V%"@7Ji'A&P+2+

• f%0#(20&7)$(#P%&R#;(708%P&i/5`&S^&+)P&Sw&#RR%"&
(7@720?&G&%,41$&R#(0+"0&P70$46%"%P&7)&'"%$7;4&
P+2+?&+)P&IH&R#(0+"0&P70$46%"%P&7)&-*-S&P+2+
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A'B-*C)$8%)?&DEFEGHII IU

<%)0&-%)fa(2-

VIRGO

GEO-600 (Ruthe)
Operated by AEI

LIGO H

LIGO L

=gg(dT+7UT+-&+#*U+S;60U+V-$U+WT+[]T+_``__J
D`__]Eh+S;60U+V-$U+WT+b_T+_\`__Y+D`__]E+

F)%0A-*T+7UT+-&+#*U+?.%-).-T+Y`]T+JY_X
D`_J_Eh+=Ai+c-d+[Y`T+J+D`_JJE

A%)&)%K&R#(0+"0&P70$46%"%PE&S%%&;dA@jj
-%)0&-%)UA;60U3,2U-93j"#9%(A3*0#"j;&2*j
S^S?k9%0.($-"%-0j&34"&P%2+7(0E

S2+"2%P&+&0%+"$8&34"&M+@@+J"+9&@7((7J0%$4)P&
R#(0+"0&7)&V%"@7Ji'A&P+2+&+;4#2&+&@4)28&+M4E
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A'B-*C)$8%)?&DEFEGHII

H().*30%()0

I^

• A8%&@%284P0&P%6%(4R%P&34"&28%&L07M)+(&R44"N&a%(P&43&
M"+672+14)+(&K+6%&P%2%$14)&+"%&+(04&+RR(7$+;(%&24&L07M)+(&
"7$8N&%(%$2"4@+M)%1$&+02"4)4@9

• A8%0%&R"467P%&244(0&34"&5"%99%)5+A#"#2-&-"+0A#.-?&34"&
;%-"#".;%.#*+0-#".;0&:4R1@+((9&$4@;7)7)M&28%&"%0#(20&43&
@+)9&L084"2N&$48%"%)2&0%+"$8%0=&+)P&34"&*#"5-+0.#*-+
.(2A3')5E

• A870&@%284P0&$+)&(%+P&24&L3+$24"&43&2K4N&4"&L3+$24"&43&+&
3%KN&7)$"%+0%0&7)&0%)0716729?&K87$8&$+)&07M)7a$+)2(9&
7)$"%+0%&28%&)#@;%"&43&P%2%$14)0

S?@+A*-#0-+0%5)+3A+6(3"+.(2A3&-"0+&(+<%)0&-%)fa(2-
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